
A global pharma giant enables personalized 
campaign journeys by implementing a 
customer data platform



The Customer
Headquartered in Switzerland, the customer is one of 
the world’s top 5 pharma companies. Their US division 
identified improvement in customer experience as a key 
focus area for their marketing efforts especially by 
prioritizing digital campaigns.

Their objective was to enable personalized user 
journeys across multiple brands, resulting in marked 
improvement in customer engagement and Net 
Promoter Score (NPS) ratings.

Challenges
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Outcomes

Indegene Solution

• Inability to gather user preferences across channels led 
to poor user engagement on owned marketing 
assets

• Unavailability of insights on HCP behavior led to ad-
hoc business decisions with mediocre results

• Lack of personalized outreach created uninspired 
users with low loyalty toward the brands of the 
company

• In June 2021, we implemented Tealium Audience Stream 
(a Customer Data Platform [CDP]) with use cases for 
personalization based on the brand goals across different 
target audience segments. This enabled the creation of  
real-time 360o customer profiles with comprehensive 
information on each individual customer

• The profiles help us understand user channel preference 
and content affinity, which when linked to a Marketing 
Automation Platform (MAP) is used to build personalized 
customer journeys and trigger real-time preconfigured 
personalized messages

• We created user profile dashboards using QlikView for 
easy access and understanding of user demographics 
and  touchpoints, and for evaluating brand tactics

In less than 2 months, the content personalization challenges faced by the customer were resolved. New brand launches 
and campaigns were powered by the CDP solution and provided rich user behavior insights, enabling:

A real-time customer 360o

profile across web, email, 
and offline data for a target 
list of 14,000+ doctors

Real-time cohort-based 
classification of HCPs based 
on behavior and demographic 
characteristics

Ability to take personalized 
actions by triggering marketing 
automation engines and 
enabling cognitive orchestration
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